Travel through time, styles and eras ... Lugdunum Lyon, 2000 years are watching you!

The guided tour from Fourvière to Vieux Lyon brings you back in time. The discovery of the basilica, one of the symbols of the city, immerses you in the late 19th century. The tour brings you from the Basilica to the Gallo-Roman site where there is a great view of the entire Peninsula. The view reminds us that contemporary architectural designs are beautiful. The descending journey through the alleyways recall the traditions of Lyon in a fun wandering way through galleries and spiral stairs, unique and unexpected. At the bottom of the hill is the Renaissance city that stretches along the Saône, it is full of narrow streets and charming squares. It is surely an exciting tour through the centuries and the history of neighborhoods throughout the World Heritage of Humanity by Unesco

PRACTICAL INFORMATION

Go to:
Walking Tour
Duration: 2 hours
Please ensure you arrive 10 minutes before the tour commences.